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New features!    Graham Perrin 

Where's that nice image with bold curved arrows that signify actions and/or workflow in
Chandler?

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was accepted by the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list.

I recall, but can not easily re-locate, a figure/graphic with bold curved arrows (red arrows) AFAIR signifying workflow in Chandler. 

Almost certainly somewhere in the wiki or the blog. Possibly within a PDF. 

Any pointers? 

As background: I'm trying to figure out why it is that I have a few items in my 'Out', when I'm not aware of ever having 'sent'
anything. 

TIA 
Graham

Mimi Yin

12 posts

Reply Threaded  More

Hi Graham, 

Where in the application did you see this icon? 

You can explicit add items to the In/Out collections, so it's   
possible they ended up in their accidentally. They also end up in   
there if you add email to Chandler via IMAP folders that were   
originally sent by you. 

Best, 
Mimi 

On Dec 16, 2008, at 12:41 PM, Graham Perrin wrote: 

... [show rest of quote]

_______________________________________________ 
chandler-users@... mailing list 
unsubscribe here: http://lists.osafoundation.org/mailman/listinfo/chandler-users
Chandler wiki: http://chandlerproject.org/wikihome

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 22 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 22 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 20 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 18 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 12 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list 16 hours and 12 minutes ago but has not yet been
accepted.

It's normal to wait for a few hours or a day for your post to travel through the mailing list. But if it has been pending for longer than that,
here are some possible reasons:

1. you are not a subscriber of the mailing list;
2. the mailing list server was down or slow when you first tried to send the message;
3. your post is still waiting for moderation.

Learn more

Please check each case and solve the problem. To resend your message, post it again in the forum.
A pending post is unlikely to get any response. You should delete it if it is no longer needed.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Prior to testing (a few minutes ago) most if not all items in All | Out were 

* 'Edited by' (me) 
* AFAIR not sent by me 

Most, if not all, were items that had been moved to a Chandler-created 'Chandler…' IMAP folder of a Microsoft Exchange 2003 server,
using Apple Mail 3.x on Mac OS X 10.5.5. 

Possibly OT from Chandler, I recall advice from Exchange service administrators (probably during phased moves from version 2000
to 2003 of Exchange Server) that it's not desirable to nest IMAP folders within the Inbox of an Exchange server. (That advice, maybe
with regard to the potential for issues during moves from 2000 Server to 2003 Server.) 

AFAIR it's not possible to use a MAPI client to create mailboxes within an Exchange Inbox. 

I note that all three of my 'Chandler…' mailboxes are nested within my Exchange Inbox. 

Now, after using Chandler for outgoing/SMTP (a rarity), re <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> it's difficult
to know whether or not a message is sent (the large green icon may read 'Sent' for messages that are _not_ sent) (the large green
icon may read 'Send' for messages that were recently sent). 

I'll probably find it easiest to await resolution of 12480 before reviewing e-mail-related features of Chandler. 

Mimi, thanks.

Graham
Perrin

31 posts

Reply Threaded  More

This message was just sent to the chandler-users@osafoundation.org mailing list. (What is a "mailing list"?)

Please return later to see if your message was accepted by the mailing list. If there is a problem, Nabble will alert you by email and
provide additional instructions.

In reply to this post by Mimi Yin

Mimi Yin wrote:

You can explicit add items to the In/Out collections, so it's possible they ended up in their accidentally.

Possible; agreed. 

They also end up in there if you add email to Chandler via IMAP folders that were originally sent by you.

Broadly speaking: 

1. I didn't try using Chandler for SMTP until after I created this thread. 

2. A review of Out showed that a majority of items were 'Edited by' (me). Contrary to this: AFAIR only a very few (a minority) were
edited by me, and if that had occurred, it was unintentional. 

3. A review of Out showed that most if not all of the items were not sent by me. 

4. Certainly I have used Apple Mail to make IMAP moves to the three Chandler mailboxes on two (possibly three) IMAP servers. 

(I say 'possibly' because I experimented with creation of Chandler mailboxes with an IMAP connection to Google Mail. Not a great
experiment and ultimately I removed that Google Mail configuration from Chandler. (I treated the issues during that experiment as
less related to Chandler, probably more related to Google's mashy approach to IMAP.)) 

5. One of the servers is an IMAP port of Exchange Server 2003. A year or so I recall advice from Exchange service administrators
(during the long moves from Exchange Server 2000 to 2003) that users should refrain from nesting mailboxes within the INBOX of
an Exchange server. 

6. I'm fairly certain that when working with a MAPI client (Outlook) creation or nesting of a mailbox within INBOX is prohibited. 

7. I note that on the IMAP port of our Exchange server, Chandler has created its three mailboxes within the INBOX. 

8. Most recently, <https://bugzilla.osafoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=12480> highlights other strangeness with e-mail in Chandler.

All things considered I'm happily steering clear of e-mail until 

* bug 12480 is explained, worked around or resolved 

and/or 

* I have RTFM ;) 

Best, 
Graham 
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Dec 16, 2008; 08:41pm Where's that nice image with bold curved arrows that signify actions and/or workflow in Chandler?

Dec 19, 2008; 07:20pm Re: Where's that nice image with bold curved arrows that signify actions and/or workflow in Chandler?

> 
> I recall, but can not easily re-locate, a figure/graphic with bold   
> curved 
> arrows (red arrows) AFAIR signifying workflow in Chandler. 
> 
> Almost certainly somewhere in the wiki or the blog. Possibly within   
> a PDF. 
> 
> Any pointers? 

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:28pm Issues with e-mail: various

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:28pm Issues with e-mail: various

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:30pm Chandler Desktop: issues with e-mail (a mixture)

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:31pm Chandler Desktop: e-mail: issues (a mixture)

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:37pm Chandler Desktop: issues with e-mail (a mixture)

 Dec 19, 2008; 08:38pm Chandler Desktop: issues with e-mail (a mixture)

  Dec 20, 2008; 12:50pm Chandler Desktop: e-mail: issues (a mixture)


